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Letter from the President and CEO
TO N Y M E RC U R I O
As I write this letter and reflect on a most unusual time, I do so
with a tremendous sense of pride and appreciation for our many
customers, agents, vendors and employees who have persevered
through so many challenges. My hope is that by the time you read
this that life will be much closer to “normal”, and that you and your
families are healthy and safe.

our important Underwriting Solutions Group. With the promotion,
Shawn will now have responsibility for all four major product
divisions at National Interstate, including Passenger, Truck, Specialty
and National Accounts. If you don’t already know Shawn, you’ll likely
meet him at some point this year and will agree with me that he’s a
fantastic guy who loves being with our customers!

The COVID-19 pandemic taught us many things, and at National
Interstate, our aim is not to go back to how things were but rather to
build on what we learned and experienced. To that end, inside this
issue you will read about some of the ways we continue to innovate,
and our mission to help our customers in ways beyond the promises
we make in our insurance policies. I’m particularly excited about the
rollout of our CoPilot platform; CoPilot Telematics reminds me of the
early days of our Accident Event Recorder (AER) camera program in
how it promises to be a game changer in risk management insights,
and CoPilot ProPurchase, which gives our customers the buying
power and purchasing efficiency that the mega fleets enjoy.

In closing, I can’t express enough gratitude to our customers, agents,
vendors and employees for their resiliency, creativity and willingness
to adapt to ever-changing circumstances. We will emerge from the
pandemic stronger than ever, and with a renewed sense of purpose.

You’ll also read about Shawn Los, recently elevated to Executive Vice
President. I have watched with pride for the past 20 years as Shawn
steadily rose through the ranks from a young underwriter to, most
recently, Senior Vice President overseeing our Specialty Division and

Thank you for your business, and may each mile you drive be a
safe one!

Tony Mercurio
President & CEO
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Shawn
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
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PLEASE SHARE HOW YOUR ROLE HAS CHANGED

WHAT BOOKS AND BLOGS ARE YOU

SINCE YOUR RECENT PROMOTION?

CURRENTLY READING?

As the head of the National Interstate Product Divisions, Underwriting
Solutions and Compliance, my overarching goal is to help drive
profitability and growth while ensuring we are doing it in conjunction
with our corporate values, regulatory requirements and customer and
broker needs. Beyond that, I am focused on setting our folks up for
success by ensuring they have the tools, training and guidance they
need to achieve their individual goals, which will lead to our collective
success. Our people and culture are what allows us to be special and
win, so I take that responsibility very seriously.
WHAT ARE SOME OF THE MOST IMPORTANT
DECISIONS YOU MAKE AS A LEADER?

Well, I should first point to the fact that we have a team of very smart,
capable and passionate people. With that foundation, I feel I have the
luxury to empower others and focus on critical strategic direction for
the organization. Decisions that maintain and enhance our distinctive
culture that drive our results and allow our team to grow their careers
and nurture their personal lives are key to our ability to serve our
customer needs. If we can do those things, we will accomplish great
things consistently with the team we have.
I was fortunate to work my way up right out of college from the trainee
level at NATL, which has given me an understanding and profound
appreciation for all the work our employees put in and how every
role is absolutely vital to our success. While I haven’t “flown an
underwriting desk” in quite some time, I still try to consider that point
of view as we make key decisions.
WHO IN YOUR LIFE HAS BEEN INFLUENTIAL IN
SHAPING THE PERSON YOU ARE TODAY?

I would quickly point to my parents! My mom and dad both
immigrated to this country in their high school years and taught me so
many lessons through their work ethic, passion for life and how they
treated others. Before coming to the US, they lived in different parts
of Europe and South America and did so many extraordinary things
that shaped my approach to work, people and family. They taught me
the importance of rolling up your sleeves, never giving up, owning
and driving your future and most importantly, treating everyone with
compassion, respect and kindness. My parents were a true example
of the classic American success story. They came to this country from
very modest means, found success through starting small businesses
and did what they could to set their family, community and others up
for a better future.

I really enjoy reading and recently finished two books that have been
out for some time but are certainly pertinent today. The first is a work
of fiction called A Gentleman in Moscow, where a Russian count
is confined to a hotel for decades, beginning in the 1920s as the
Bolsheviks take control. As you might imagine, there are a number
of parallels to the pandemic and being isolated from many of the
things we previously took for granted. This may be a little heavy for
this interview, but it reminded me of one of my favorite quotes by
holocaust survivor, Viktor Frankl: “Everything can be taken from a
man but one thing: the last of the human freedoms — to choose one’s
attitude in any given set of circumstances, to choose one’s own way.”
I also just finished Hillbilly Elegy, an interesting nonfiction story of
personal triumph from difficult circumstances and commentary on
some contemporary issues in America. It’s also now a movie on
Netflix, but the book is better!
WHAT MOTIVATES YOU TO GET GOING EACH DAY?

I am motivated by the people in my life, my family, my commitment
and responsibility to everyone involved with NATL and those outside
our business that I get to interact with. I take that NATL commitment to
heart and do not want to let anyone down as I feel incredibly grateful
and indebted to the entire team. It’s that drive to help others get to
where they want to go, which ultimately helps us all win, that gets me
motivated each day. It’s easy to be motivated when you are surrounded
by and interact with such exceptional people each day!
WHAT DO YOU ENJOY DOING WHEN YOU’RE
NOT WORKING?

I love spending time with my family doing anything outdoors,
especially on Lake Erie. Whether it’s boating, hiking, running or just
hanging out, we like to stay active and spend time together. My wife
Bridgette and I have two busy young boys, 9 and 11, and we spend
a lot of our free time at their basketball and baseball games. We are
all avid sports nuts, but anyone who knows me a little knows I love
all things music and movies as well! We also recently adopted a mini
Goldendoodle puppy named Annie, so she has kept us on our toes
these last few months!
IF YOU COULD MASS-MARKET A T-SHIRT WITH A
SAYING ON THE FRONT OF IT, WHAT WOULD IT SAY?

Oh boy, I really hesitate to add to the abundant collection of cheesy
t-shirts out there, but here it goes. Since “Dance Like No One is
Watching” is taken (LOL), I would say “Take Another Step.” It works
on a few fronts. 2020 was a challenging year for everyone, but we
are marching towards much better days. I’ve also personally been on
a running kick, so I think about it each day. “Onward and Upward, Life
is Good, Simplify, Optimist, Be Intentional”…I have a hundred of them.
5
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Prior to COVID-19, frequency was on the rise and as the economy
slowly transitions back to a state of normalcy it will likely increase
due to more vehicles returning to the roadway. Frequency being on
the rise for the commercial auto line of business can be attributed to
the number of miles driven, less experienced drivers, distracted driving
and the nation’s roadways being more congested than ever due to
population continuing to rise. Severity is rising because of medical
inflation, replacement & repair costs of vehicles, and largely due to
litigated losses and plaintiff attorneys using reptile theory tactics which
were discussed in a previous edition of the Extra Mile.

National Interstate’s Risk Management Department’s goal is providing
solutions to assist our customers with controlling their outcomes.
Solutions have always been offered such as training resources to
educate drivers and technology to monitor behavior, but we were on a
mission and our team was determined to develop a creative solution for
defensive driving that would resonate and be easy to remember for any
professional driver. During the first quarter of 2019, our team released
our homegrown SAFR Defensive Driving Method training program.
SAFR stand for:

According to the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration’s (FMCSA)
2017 Large Truck and Bus Crash Facts, large truck and bus fatalities
increased by 6.8% per 100 million vehicle miles traveled between
2016 and 2017. Although loss frequency and severity continue to
worsen, there are methods within a motor carrier’s control to minimize
the likelihood of loss, such as strong hiring practices, effective use of
technology and training programs.
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Lowering Your Claim
Frequency and Severity
A simplistic acronym, but yet effective and easy to recall because the
acronym resonates with many due to the FMCSA Safety and Fitness
Electronic Records (SAFER) System.
The program is a great resource for newly hired drivers as well as
recurrent and remedial training purposes. Similar to any program, the
information is only as effective as the trainer’s delivery method. To
ensure the course is administered consistently and effectively, core
resources provided with the program consist of:
➼ Instructors Guide
➼ Student Guide
➼ PowerPoint
➼ Quiz
➼ Behind-the-Wheel Evaluation Forms

Two key components of the program consist of classroom and
behind-the-wheel training. It is vital drivers learn and know how to
apply the four keys to defensive driving which occur through instructorled training and activities throughout classroom training. Following
classroom training, the behind-the-wheel training, which is most critical,
should occur to determine if professional drivers are consistently and
effectively applying the knowledge learned.
SAFR used independently or in conjunction with other training methods
and technology can assist our customers with reducing preventable
losses controlling their outcomes.
Please visit www.natlriskmgmt.com to access the training program.

Source:
“Large Truck and Bus Crash Facts 2018.” FMCSA, 2 Oct. 2020, www.fmcsa.dot.gov/safety/data-and-statistics/large-truck-and-bus-crashfacts-2018.
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THE NEXT FRONTIER
It’s no secret that one of the riskiest parts of

your employees’ jobs is when they are on the road driving. In fact, in the
last decade, we saw a boom in the use of technology devices to help
improve driver safety and keep claims under control. Many insurance
carriers, including National Interstate & Vanliner, have identified the
use of telematics data as the next frontier in significantly improving
the customer experience, maintaining healthy underwriting results and
equipping ourselves and our customers with the information necessary
to improve performance. That is why we launched CoPilot Telematics
in 2020. We intend to help our insureds be among the safest and
most efficient operators by providing tools to help aid continuous
improvement. Before we get into the details of our CoPilot Telematics
product, let’s explore the question: “What is telematics?”
The term ‘telematics’ comes from a blend of telecommunication and
informatics sciences. In the 1960s, these two sciences merged when
the U.S. Department of Defense developed GPS systems to track U.S.
asset movements and improve communication on the battlefield.1 Fast
forward to 2021, and telematics are everywhere and have significantly
improved from where they started sixty years ago.
DATA. DATA. DATA!
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The next question you may have is, “Why is everyone talking about
telematics these days?” The answer is simple - data! Having information
available that may not have been readily accessible in the past can

(and will) shape your ability to make decisions rapidly. Telematics is
a method of collecting data from vehicles via communication devices,
such as satellites and wireless technologies. The data collected may
include driving speed, acceleration, braking, miles traveled and time/
location data on routes driven.
Types of telematics devices include, but are not limited to2:
GPS Tracking: Primarily tracks vehicle location and speed.

Captures data such as fuel
usage, vehicle mileage, odometer readings and engine diagnostics.
Engine Control Module (ECM):

Electronic Logging Devices (ELDs): Integrated with the vehicle
engine to record driving time for accurate hours of service (HOS) by
communicating directly with the vehicle’s engine. Automatically
records driving activity and other information such as engine hours,
ignition status, location and miles driven.3
Automated Event Recorders (AERs)/Video Telematics:

A small video camera that captures events, both in front of and
inside of the vehicle, records G-Force events and stores the videos
on your platform, allowing you to review the event with your driver
and address unsafe behavior. In a 2018 survey conducted for National
Interstate, 97% of customers believe that AERs provide a positive
return on investment (ROI).

Includes
applications, such as pedestrian detection/avoidance, lane departure
warning/correction, traffic sign recognition, automatic emergency
braking and blind-spot detection.4
Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS):

A FEW OF THE BENEFITS

Telematics allows operators to utilize measurable, data-driven insights
to optimize many aspects of their fleet. Remember, data is power! At
its core, telematics data can provide immediate driver feedback for
infractions like harsh cornering, hard braking and speeding, which,
when coached, can result in safer drivers. It can provide accurate first
notice of loss claim information that can improve claim reporting and
speed to resolution. Combine that with some contextual data such as
traffic density by time of day, weather patterns, claims information and
benchmarking data, and you can provide prescriptive risk management
programs, route planning and optimization. All things that can make
an operator safer and more efficient.
There are countless benefits to embracing telematics technology, with
most fitting into these three categories2:
Operational Benefits: This includes things like route optimization,

fleet utilization, fuel efficiency, vehicle maintenance and idle time, to
name a few.

Real-time data is available to understand how
your drivers are behaving on the road. This can help you identify risky
behaviors and provide an opportunity to coach your drivers. Aggressive
driving, distracted driving and fatigued driving are high-risk behaviors
tracked by a telematics device.5 Aggressive driving includes speeding,
harsh braking and hard acceleration. According to National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), in 2018, 9,378 deaths were
speed-related accidents.6

Safety Benefits:

Telematics can help you comply with
federal or state mandates as well as your company policies.

Compliance Benefits:

WEIGHING ALL OF THE OPTIONS

Two factors remain important when assessing a telematics program –
the right fit and your management plan. Take the time to evaluate how
these products can fit into your operation and meet your unique needs
– there is no one best choice that applies across the board. Make sure
to understand the information you gather and how you plan to manage
it. The data is only as valuable as the action you take on it. The same
solution can provide varying levels of ROI to companies based on how
effectively they manage the information. When managed correctly,
these systems can be your best asset in analyzing and improving the
overall safety performance of your operation.

Do your research: It seems like there is a new telematics provider

daily, and this field is constantly evolving. Talk with industry peers to
see what solutions have worked for their operation. Discuss with your
trusted advisors and see what their recommendations are specific to
your operation. Emerging technology platforms and new terminology
can cause information overload and confusion. Taking the time to
evaluate these options and truly understand what will be delivered
can have a valuable impact on the day-to-day management of the right
solution for your operation.
Many carriers have
relationships with telematics vendors and may be able to provide you
with recommendations. You should see if they have any programs in
place to help offset the expense of implementation. National Interstate
has a subsidy program with selected vendors for eligible insureds.

Check-in with your insurance carrier:

Once you narrow your choices, request demos
from your top picks. Come prepared with questions so you can walk
away understanding the features that are important for your operation.
Request a demo:

Develop a roll-out plan: Work with your selected vendor and your

advisors on a roll-out plan. Adoption is important among drivers, so
find a core group of drivers who will embrace the technology and start
with them.

WHAT’S NEXT?

Telematics represents a disruptive, transformational technology that
has the power to reshape the industry. Many insurance carriers are
rolling out telematics programs. National Interstate and Vanliner
understand the importance of this technology and have for many
years. We were at the forefront of telematics innovation when we
began offering subsidy programs to eligible insureds.
Expect the buzz to continue around artificial intelligence and machine
learning as new ways to leverage this technology will be developed.
We will also see more opportunities around empowering drivers to
improve performance through self-review, coupled with coaching
from their supervisor. You can be sure that telematics technology is
constantly advancing, and your company must continue to evolve
along with it.
SO, WHAT IS COPILOT TELEMATICS?

The vision of CoPilot Telematics is to help you be among the safest and
most efficient operators by providing tools to continually improve. This
is accomplished by integrating with your current Telematics Service
Providers (TSP) on the back end. We strive to provide a value-added risk
management tool to improve the claims process and provide industry
benchmarking that cannot be found elsewhere. By understanding and
leveraging this technology, we aim to create a whole new level of
customer engagement and value, including added service to meet your
evolving needs. The intent of CoPilot Telematics is to enhance what
you are currently getting from your TSP.
9

A few benefits of participation include:

HOW TO GET STARTED

One thing that has been a
consistent request from our insureds is providing customized risk
management guidance based on what is happening at their operation.
You will have access to a user interface dashboard to access information
on demand. Tools and guidance will be based on what is happening
at your operation. Our aim will be providing insights prescribed around
the needs of your operation, helping you drive down loss frequency
and total cost of risk.

Getting enrolled in CoPilot Telematics comes down to a few easy steps:

Enhanced Risk Management:

The goal is to improve and
streamline the claims process with direct access to data revolving
around a claim, saving time and improving your experience.
Claims Handling Efficiency:

Benchmarking: Benchmark your data
anonymously and see where you stack up against other operators in
your industry that are insured through National Interstate and Vanliner.
As this relies on others sharing data, this will become more meaningful
as the number of companies participating increases.

Performance

Top telematics companies can now share data
with us, with new integrations happening quarterly. CoPilot Telematics
is integrated with several TSPs, including Samsara, Geotab, Netradyne
and PeopleNet. We are currently piloting Lytx, Cambridge Mobile
Technology, Omnitracs and KeepTruckin. If you are utilizing multiple
technologies across your fleet, we anticipate providing important
telematics data from various TSPs on the same user interface.

Data Integration:

1. Survey: Complete the telematics survey that has been emailed to

you. Survey completion is critical as it allows us to prioritize solutions
based on what our insureds are currently using in their fleet.

Discuss participation and ask any questions with our
product and risk management teams.
2. Discuss:

Sign our Data Sharing Agreement (DSA) that is emailed to
you. Once we receive your executed DSA, we will work directly with
your TSP to aggregate your data and get you set up with access to
our dashboard through Okta. Okta is a third-party service we utilize to
ensure your access to the dashboard is safe and secure.

3. DSA:

Please note that the enrollment path will be a little different for each
TSP, but that is where our product and risk management team will step
in to help guide you through the process.
You can expect to hear more about CoPilot Telematics in 2022 as
this is a transformational initiative that we are very excited about.
In the meantime, please reach out to your Business Development
Specialist, Product Manager, Loss Prevention Specialist or you can
email telematics@natl.com with any questions or to learn more on how
CoPilot Telematics will benefit your operation.

L AU R E N F RO N C Z E K
Director, Specialty Transportation
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Michael
McIntyre
Accounts Manager,

10 Questions

Truck Group Transportation

My favorite things to do
outside the office?

If I won the lottery I
would…

Coaching my kids and the teams they participate in, fishing, golfing and
finding ways to prank Chris Mikolay, VP of National Accounts.

The question does not specify as to the amount I won but in all
likelihood, I would still work. I do enjoy coming in daily, working with
people and at the end of the day looking back and being able to say
I accomplished x, y and z today and tomorrow I am going to tackle
the rest. However, to give more of the wishy answer—buy a cottage in
Ireland to vacation at and a villa in Italy as well.

If you could meet any
historical figure, either
living or deceased, who would
you choose and why?
Besides Jesus to ask as many questions that my mind could think of in
the time I had with him or her, my Uncle Tommy who I never had the
chance to meet, but based on the stories I have heard, I would have
thoroughly enjoyed getting to know him.

If you could choose only
one place to go on vacation
for the rest of your life,
where would it be and why?
Ireland, hands down. I have been there twice already with my family
and am always amazed at how easy it is to settle into being there. It
truly feels like home.

What’s the most valuable
piece of career advice you’ve
been given?
Nothing commands more respect than a strong work ethic.

The zombie apocalypse is
coming, who are three people
you want on your team?
Scott Clough, Al Franko, and my wife. Scott Clough and Al Franko are
currently on my team, and both are very handy and can think through
situations on the fly. Besides, my wife because at home she corrects all
my mistakes and shows me how to do things correctly, so I figure I will
need her during a zombie apocalypse as well.

If you could instantly
become an expert in
something, what would it be?
Singing – I hope that my children do not inherit my tone-deaf
singing voice. I sing often and am horrible at it but it does not stop
me from trying.

People would be surprised
to know...
I like to fish. I am not sure why, but people always find that surprising
when I mention that. I enjoy being somewhat cut off from devices,
electronics and so on even just for an hour or so to go fishing with my
son or daughter.

My favorite holiday?
Thanksgiving. I love playing football in the morning, watching football
in the afternoon, eating great food and just relaxing with family.

I love my job because...
The people I work with. I can honestly say that one of the best things
about NATL and my job is getting to work with just about every
department here and being able to interact with so many different
people and learn about different departments. I have always said that
having resources or go to people within different departments is one of
the most important pieces to have in place for success. I love being a
resource to other employees and knowing the right resources to go to in
each department.
11

An Interview with

Tri-Med
Ambulance

Tri-Med Ambulance serves the Puget Sound with highly trained emergency medical services
personnel, specialized vehicles and sophisticated medical technology, providing quality basic
life support, bariatric, critical care and wheelchair transportation. Its mission is to deliver
dependable medical transportation services with safety and efficiency to residents of King County
and the greater Seattle area. They were founded in 1995 to provide shorter response times and
more compassionate care to ensure the well-being of the community.
Tri-Med Ambulance has always had a strong safety culture in place, so it is of no surprise that
they jumped into action putting together procedures and policies to ensure they could continue to
deliver outstanding service and do what they do best. To learn more about how COVID-19 affected
their business, Peter Walker sat down with Operations Manager, Matt Gau, to get the inside scoop
on what it was like to work for an ambulance operation during a very uncertain time.

DESCRIBE THE EARLY DAYS OF COVID-19 AND HOW YOUR TEAM WAS IMPACTED.
In King County, where Tri-Med is based, the first death in the
United States was reported on Saturday, February 29th, 2020. The
planned topic of our morning meetings with the crew members
was the transition to new software, but quickly changed to an all
hands-on deck for our COVID-19 approach.
COVID-19 had been on our radar before this event. Still, as an
agency, we were not prepared for the logistical and service
delivery changes that needed to be made, and they needed to
be made immediately. That morning, our team assembled and
reached out to our public agency partners to formulate a consistent
plan for keeping our crew members and the public safe. The plan
included data sharing, PPE inventory counts, and training ideas
and suggestions. By the evening of February 29th, mere hours
after the first death was reported, our organization and region had
a plan we could begin to work with, all the while knowing our plan
would continue to evolve as new information became available.
12

This model of change continued to be aggressive until mid-May,
with often daily changes communicated to our first responders.
The phone calls with public health agencies were consistent. The
operational changes coming from the hospitals as far as how
they wanted patients delivered changed by the shift, and all the
while, our first responders handled their response with bravery
and professionalism.

HAVE YOU OBSERVED ANY CHANGES IN HOW YOU TRANSPORT PATIENTS AS A
RESULT OF COVID-19?
For every patient contact we have, we now require all personnel to
wear a higher level of protective equipment than they did prior to
the COVID-19 pandemic, including a protective N-95 or P-100 face
mask. This level of protection is required for every patient contact,
whether or not COVID-19 is suspected.

DO YOU FEEL AS THOUGH YOU WERE PREPARED AS AN OPERATION TO HANDLE
THE PANDEMIC?
We were prepared in the sense that we had a plan for transporting
infectious disease, but we weren’t prepared for the volume. What
would have typically been considered an adequate PPE supply
became a pittance of stock in our new reality. From a crew safety
and decontamination standpoint, the procedures were well in
place before COVID-19, but we quickly ran into short supply on
the things to protect our crews from exposure, which is what we
needed most.
HOW DOES THE CURRENT PANDEMIC COMPARE TO WHAT YOU PREVIOUSLY
EXPERIENCED WITH SARS, H1N1 OR EBOLA?
I don’t think they are even in the same arena as far as comparison
goes. With the previous events, we were always mindful of
protecting our crews and the public from exposure and have had
the procedures in place to do just that; but with COVID-19, the
sheer volume of patients was quite the contrast. The way that
this current pandemic has changed our daily lives is profound, and
I suspect things may never completely go back to the way they
were before, whereas, with the previous diseases, our lives didn’t
change nearly as much.
WHAT CHANGES HAVE YOU MADE IN YOUR OPERATION IN TERMS OF SAFETY,
TRAINING, POLICIES, PROCEDURES, ETC., AS A RESULT?
All first responders and any other staff that have patient contact
are now required to wear a protective N-95 or P-100 face mask for
all patient encounters, and the cleaning of equipment and facilities
has become much more rigorous. We have assigned health and
safety officers to confirm that the cleaning is taking place when
it should be, and all staff are temperature and symptom checked
before entering any building.
WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE TO OTHER COMPANIES REGARDING COVID-19?
Please stay the course, encourage all personnel to continue
protecting themselves and others around them by reminding
them that COVID-19 is still here and here to stay. Frequent
communication with all personnel is critical as we continue to
navigate a fluid situation.

Before the current pandemic, gloves and eye protection were
required for each patient contact, but with the addition of the
protective face mask, we are able to bring the safety of our first
responders to a higher level. COVID-19 is often not suspected by
way of known clinical indicators at the time of interaction with
our first responders, so requiring the protective face mask as a
precaution brings an added layer of confidence for all involved.
WHAT LONG-TERM EFFECTS DO YOU THINK COVID-19 HAS HAD ON YOUR
OPERATION SPECIFICALLY?
I believe the way we deliver care to our patients will never be
the same. Many years ago, it was not common practice for first
responders to wear gloves as a standard for every patient contact,
but this practice changed to where it is today because of data and
lessons learned. I think the possibility of masking for every patient
encounter from now on after this pandemic is very likely.
WHAT LONG-TERM EFFECTS DO YOU THINK COVID 19 HAS ON THE AMBULANCE
INDUSTRY OVERALL?
The rapid introduction of mobile integrated health and telemedicine
will change how we deliver service, most likely leading to a better
overall experience for patients and healthcare providers. This will
lead to more patient-centered and focused care, which will provide
better outcomes.
WHAT ADDITIONAL SUPPORT OR GUIDANCE COULD AN INSURER LIKE
NATIONAL INTERSTATE PROVIDE TO YOU DURING SUCH AN EVENT?
The MEDIC captive that we are in with National Interstate allows
us to network with other providers in our industry, which has been
incredibly valuable throughout this pandemic. Hearing stories
about lessons learned from others enables us to be more proactive
with our responses.
Industry lessons are always valuable as we have found that each
of them, in one way or another, applies to our organization. Taking
these lessons and data provided by National Interstate keeps us
on the right track for success.

P E T E R WA L K E R
Director, Specialty Transportation
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BEHIND THE
PROGRAM:
National Interstate’s Convoy program has been an unqualified success. Two years since
its launch, the program has welcomed 38 members across 14 states, representing
nearly 3,000 power units. Clearly, the program is thriving – but it almost didn’t happen.
Here’s the story of how Convoy came to be, as told by the people who helped create it.
George Skuggen, Senior Vice President,
Truck Transportation: Each year we hold an offsite meeting with

our senior management team. Over the course of two days, we’ll
have candid and in-depth conversations on results, what we can do
better, we’ll brainstorm new ideas, those kinds of things. It’s very
productive and energizing. It was during a summer offsite where a
spirited discussion led directly to Convoy.

Chris Mikolay, Senior Vice President, Specialty Transportation:
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George calls it a spirited discussion, other witnesses might have
called it an argument! Essentially, George and I had a debate with
Tony (National Interstate’s President & CEO, Tony Mercurio) about
whether our successful Traditional Truck deductible program was
cannibalizing opportunities that appeared well suited for our Venture
group rental captive program. I vividly remember Tony saying, “Guys,
it’s the insurance experience built around you! If our customers
want our traditional program, offer them our traditional program.”

And then he said, “But I think you guys are missing the point.
Not everyone wants the captive lifestyle. We should find ways to
make our traditional program more appealing, particularly as the
insurance market is becoming more difficult for motor carriers who
are more risk-averse. I challenge you to find a creative option for
those buyers.”
George Skuggen: Tony was right, of course, so that’s what we
did. We held a meeting the next Monday morning and included a few
others from our team, including Mike Wilson, Tracy Hicks and Josh
Stoll. We talked about how the insurance market was hardening and
most of our competitors were simply increasing rates across the board.
We felt there had to be a way to create a program that gave traditional
insurance buyers a way to combat the hard market.
Chris Mikolay: At some point in our meeting, we had this epiphany.

We said, “what if we created a product with a shared layer of risk, like in

CONVOY
an alternative risk transfer (ART) program, where there is a potentially
significant upside, but without the accompanying downside?” We
started to play with this idea of creating a program that combined
some of the best parts of a lower deductible program – upfront cash
flow savings and a basket feature – with the best parts of an ART
solution, i.e., potential return of premium, investment income and
greater pricing stability.
Mike Wilson, Assistant Vice President of Truck
Underwriting: We liked the concept and thought it seemed appealing,

but of course we had to model it out and see if it could actually work.
Over the next week, I spent my free time analyzing a ton of data from our
existing book and trying to determine the right pricing structure.
George Skuggen: I give Mike Wilson a ton of credit. He burned the
midnight oil and figured out the math to make it work. After a lot of
internal analysis, we decided to proceed. Josh, Tracy and Chris put a
marketing plan together and started to think about how to introduce it
to our agents and insureds.

Josh Stoll, Assistant Vice President of Truck Alternative
Risk: One of us threw out the name “Convoy”. I remember pulling up

the song from the 1970’s movie of the same name on my laptop and
we all listened to the part where C.W. McCall says, “looks like we got
ourselves a convoy” and we all said, “that’s perfect!”

Tracy Hicks, Truck Senior Marketing Manager: We started

to build a PowerPoint to show prospective customers and agents
how it worked. We wanted to keep it as simple as possible, focusing
on the idea that Convoy was sort of the “un-captive”. At its core, it
was a traditional deductible program with a giant cherry on top –
the opportunity to have a portion of the premium returned and earn
investment income if the members performed well – without any
downside risk. After we created our marketing collateral, we talked to
a few of our agents to get their feedback.

Tom Lucci, President, National Risk Management
Services: When Tracy and Josh called to discuss the idea, I thought

it was really intriguing. My first thought was that while other insurance
companies were just raising rates, National Interstate was trying to be
more creative. I thought it could be a home run – the timing was
perfect given what we were seeing in the market.

While some of our agents were enthusiastic, we still
honestly weren’t sure what we had at first. The concept seemed
interesting to us, and we felt the structure made sense, but you
don’t really know until you take it on the road and talk to some
prospective customers.

Josh Stoll:

Tracy Hicks: In mid-2019, just a few months after our initial
brainstorm session, we did a mini roadshow with one of our agents
out West. We met with several current and prospective insureds to
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discuss the Convoy concept and the feedback was interesting –
everyone we met with almost seemed skeptical. One of them said, “I
don’t understand what the catch is. Why WOULDN’T I do it?”

interest and enthusiasm around the product. We were blown away at
the level of engagement by both the current and prospective members
in trying to learn from each other and our team.

That was my question,
too. I had seen captive presentations before, but I just wasn’t ready
to take the leap into that world, and I didn’t want to post additional
collateral. I wasn’t dissatisfied with my current insurance carrier,
but I also didn’t feel like they did much for me beyond processing
claims. I liked that Convoy gave me the opportunity to get premium
back without taking additional risk, and I liked National Interstate’s
reputation, additional services and a “partnership” mentality.

David Yambor: Of course, like any of our group meetings, we had

Jon Mast, President, B&L Transport:

David Yambor, Associate Product Manager, Convoy:

So far, I have been impressed with how National
Interstate tries to walk the talk in regard to building a relationship and
being more than just an insurance policy. I have enjoyed getting to
know their team and feel like we made the right decision.

Josh Stoll: It was during that first Convoy meeting in August when

Our aim now is to be exceptional stewards of
Convoy as it grows. Josh, Dave and I talk all the time about how the
group is performing, what we can do to provide our new members
with additional Risk Management services, how we can all win going
forward. The thing I like most about Convoy is that our interests and
the members’ interests are aligned – if the members aren’t ultimately
getting money back, it means National Interstate mispriced the Convoy
shared layer and National Interstate must bear that cost.

Jon
became our founding member. We added a few more members in the
Spring, but things really accelerated when we put together our first
Convoy Member Meeting in August. At that meeting, we invited the
six members who had joined up to that point, along with their agents
and any agent who wanted to bring an interested prospect. We simply
could not believe the turnout – we had 20 prospective members show
up!
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fun getting to know each other and building relationships. We went
to a baseball game and we had a great time over dinner at a local
brewery where rumor has it a few people may have helped close the
bar that evening!

we knew the program was a game changer. There was tremendous

Jon Mast:

Chris Mikolay:

“I wasn’t dissatisfied with my current insurance carrier, but I also didn’t feel like they
did much for me beyond processing claims. I liked that Convoy gave me the opportunity
to get premium back without taking additional risk, and I liked National Interstate’s
reputation, additional services and a “partnership” mentality.”

CONVOY
Convoy Member Spotlight:

B&L TRANSPORT
JON MAST, PRESIDENT
Location: Winesburg, OH
Type of operation: 80+ unit Refrigerated and

Dry Van operation

CONVOY AT A GLANCE
The big idea: The “un-captive” insurance program geared

toward more traditional insurance buyers. Opportunity for
upside in a shared layer of risk without the downside or
collateral.

How it works: Convoy members purchase a $25k

Decision to join Convoy: “I liked the upside opportunity

without the downside. I wasn’t ready for a captive and felt
this was a good first step for my company.”

deductible insurance policy. A portion of the premium is
allocated to pay for claims between $25k-150k for any
member of the group. If premium remains in the shared layer
after a 3-year accounting cycle, premium and investment
income are returned to members on a pro-rata basis.

About Jon: Jon grew up in the trucking business and spent

Coverages available: Auto Liability, Physical Damage,

Years in Business: 28

his early years learning every aspect of it. At B &L Transport,
he spent time assisting mechanics in the garage, as a driver,
in Human Resources, dispatch, and customer relations,
before finally taking over for his father, Ben, as President
and Director of Operations. Jon is married, and he and his
wife, Cassie, have two children. He enjoys golf, NASCAR, and
spending time with his family.

Cargo, Workers Compensation

Additional features: Basket coverage between
Auto Liability, Physical Damage and Cargo. Guaranteed
investment yield for members in Convoy shared layer.
Zero additional collateral requirement for Convoy layer.
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the

GOOD
OLD DAYS
OF TRUCK DRIVING
ST E V E H I TCH CO CK

COO, Duncan and Son Lines – Voyager Member

I HAVE READ a couple of books recently that made me

happy - Factfulness by Hans Rosling and Enlightenment Now by Steven
Pinker. Each fly in the face of the doom and gloom we seem to read
and see every day in our news and media. They have their differences,
but the central theme of both is the same: the world is a better place
and continues to get better, not worse. Both books talk about the
world and how good things are based on every relevant measure:
extreme poverty rates, health/life expectancy, education/literacy,
and freedom/democracy. Not only is it better, it is SO MUCH better.
Pinker quotes famed American columnist Franklin Pierce Adams who
stated, “Nothing is more responsible for the good old days than a bad
memory.” I had never thought about that before, but I think it’s true.
This got me thinking about our industry, trucking. I often hear our
veteran drivers wish for the “good old days.” But I wonder if that’s a
wish they want. Sure, they’d love to get rid of ELDs, restricted driving
hours and speed limiters. Not everything about trucking is better - but
most things are much better.
Does anyone want to go back to twin-stick transmissions? It was a nice
jump going to a single stick and even better going to fully automatic.
How about the creature comforts? The sleepers are more spacious
than ever. The OEMs have become more creative with that space
too. The cabs are quieter than ever before. APUs are a great additionrunning a TV, microwave, refrigerator, etc.! Don’t forget satellite radio!
Today’s trucks have air conditioners and heaters that cool and heat the
cab. Remember when you didn’t have air ride?

Drivers don’t care about fuel economy, do they? If they own their
truck, they do. What if they are an employee driver? They should
care just as much. Any efficiency gained by a company can be
turned into a wage increase for the driver. But companies are
greedy, right? Yep, they are. We’re greedy for drivers. They’re hard to
find, hard to get, and hard to keep. Pay is a major part of the driver
acquisition/retention equation. Companies are going to pay as much
as they can while still being price competitive in their marketplace.
When I started at Duncan and Son Lines in 2011, we were averaging
5.5 miles per gallon (MPG). That number is over 7.5 MPG today and
continues to climb each year. Of course, this is better for drivers- and
it doesn’t even touch on the technologies that positively impact air
quality and the environment as a whole.

Other technologies today allow drivers to get all of the information
they need in complete and concise formats. Drivers don’t have to
call dispatch with a roll of quarters from a payphone anymore.
They’re not folding and unfolding paper maps or looking through
map books. They have GPS. They have street views of places they’ve
never been and have never seen before. They can use the internet to
see the street view of the truck entrance, not just the address. They
know where traffic and weather issues are at all times- not through
anecdotal CB talk.
And how about safety? Safety systems such as front-end collision
avoidance, lane departure warnings and adaptive cruise. not only
save lives, they save jobs. But that’s just speculation, right? Facts:
according to The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration,
there were about 4,000 crashes involving a large truck or bus that
included a fatality in 1975. In 2016 there were also about 4,000 of
these same incidents. Things didn’t get better, right? Consider this: In
1975 there were 5.8M large buses and trucks registered in the U.S. In
2016 that number climbed to 12.4M, a 114% increase. Fatal crashes
involving large trucks or buses per 100 million miles traveled by all
motor vehicles on the road has fallen from 0.304 to 0.128. That’s close
to a 60% drop. Again, not just better, but staggeringly better.
Pay has been one of the tougher ones. It didn’t get better for a long
time. Now the tide has turned. The industry has seen steep wage
increases for a decade. My company, Duncan and Son Lines, has
averaged 9-10% pay increases over the last 8 years in the form of base
mileage increases and additional accessorial pay. Today, drivers who
were with us in 2011 make almost twice as much as they made then.
Better yet, there’s no end in sight to rising driver wages.
When were the good old days for truck driving? They’re right now.
We’re living them, and they’ll be even better tomorrow.
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